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About
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North America

CN Terracotta North America is a
collaboration between CN Ceramic
and Terra Cotta Contract llc, to bring
CN’s proven products to the North
American market. CN brings a
strong tradition of manufacturing
know how and innovation developed
through years of production for
domestic and international markets
as Terracotta Contract brings years
of expertise in servicing the
architectural community in detail
development and solution creation.
Through this we will be able to meet
the demands of your project
technically and economically. We
look forward to being your solution
provider.

CN Cermic (Jingsu) Co. Ltd., a
solely invested enterprise by CN
Ceramic (Hong Kong) Co. Ltd., is
among the premier terracotta panel
manufacturers in the world,
developing, producing, and selling
wall materials that include terracotta
louvers, terracotta panel and highgrade exterior wall split tile.
CN utilizes only the best German
and an Italian machinery for its tile
creation and manufactures to the
standards set by ISO9000 and
ISO14001 – but this is just one
component of a quality panel.
Equally as important as machinery
that creates it, is the source of the
raw material.
The CN factory is located in Yixing
city. Yixing sits atop an abundant
source of “Purple Sand” clay that is
also known as “the five coloured
earth”. For thousands of years, the
area is renowned for its artisans
utilizing the purple clay to create
pottery that combines terracotta
modeling, sculpture, painting,
calligraphy, and literature. The

quality of traditional techniques,
along with the clay source, has
made Yixing “the pottery capital of
China.” CN has carried this
thousand year tradition into its
manufacturing process to create a
product of quality with an
unprecedented amount of natural
colours and finishes.

CN Terracotta Facade Systems

Manufacturing and
Quality Control
At CN technology, innovation, and
quality are at our core. Presently, CN
has terracotta production lines
utilizing the most advanced and
precise equipment on the market
today. Utilizing the best technologies
from around the globe, a Italian
vacuum extruder, roller kiln,
automated cutting equipment from
Germany, robotic loading and
unloading, and chamber drying, our
line for our standardized products is
second to none in the world.
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Profiles and
technical data
Technical data:
Testing:
ASTM C67
Water Absorption 0.6-5.3% (Colour dependent)
Freeze/Thaw 50 Cycles - PASS (all colours)
MOR:
18mm 2124.02
30mm 2272.03
Materials:
Comprised of “five colored earth”, CN produces all color
variations using no additional pigmentation. This
technique allows for pure, stable colors, with near
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Assembly
Solutions
T18 Panel System

SAIT Campus, Calgary AB

Clip

T2 (18mm) System:
The installation materials of T2 system terracotta panel includes horizontal (aluminum alloy), vertical keel
(galvanized square steel tube), clip (aluminum alloy) spring strip and zinc coated steel bracket.
Terracotta Panel Installation:
Install the special spring strips on the clips, then push the clips into the slot on the back of the panel. After the four
clips are installed put the terracotta panel on the fixed horizontal rail. Use the adjustment screws on the upper clips
to align the panel on a even plain. The vertical joint between should determined before fixing the panel to the rail.
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Assembly
Solutions
T28 Panel System

T28 (30mm) System:
The installation materials of the T28 system terracotta panel includes a vertical track (aluminum alloy or galvanized
steel), clip (aluminum alloy or stainless steel)and other options depending upon installation specifics.
Terracotta Panel Installation:
Install the vertical rails in the appropriate location (dependent on panel length), then the base clips to the vertical
rail, place panel on base clips, attach field clips, slightly raised and level and put the next panel into place and so on
and so forth. Use each clip to align the panel on a even plain. The vertical joint between should determined before
fixing the panel.
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finishes

Natural Colours
All CN architectural terracotta products
are made from the local purple clay also
known as “the five coloured earth”. The
clay contains a variety of minerals
(including quartz, kaolin, mica and iron
oxide) giving it unique colour qualities
along with highly dense structure. The
terracotta panels, terracotta louvers, and
split tiles that are made of purple clay all
have distinct advantages over other clay
sources. Firstly, they are 100% natural
and all the “natural finish” colours are
produced solely from the purple clay
itself. We do not contaminate our
terracotta with impurities and organics to
achieve our diverse colour selection - this
means our colour selection has stability
that is second-to-none in the market. The
secondary result of not contaminating our
product line is the ability to consistently
control the density of the product. This
prevents excess water absorption which
is the most basic measurement of a high
quality terracotta.
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custom
solutions

the mile
to the millimeter

Custom
Solutions
When CN formally signed the "Guangzhou East Tower" terracotta
panel contract in August, 2012, a building of 530 meters in height
and the tallest building using terracotta panel in the world, it
shattered the 200+ meter height record in Tokyo, Japan held by the
competition.
We did this and maintained the architects’ (KPF and Leigh &
Orange) original design intent.
The panel is not only large by terracotta/ceramic standards (1600 *
430 * 50 mm),the surface is a “wave like” shape covered by a layer
of “cracked” white glaze. By utilizing traditional Chinese glazing
methodologies, combined with the most advanced production
equipment and technology available, we successfully solved
complex design and technical issues- which were many on a project
of this scale. This included full scale wind tunnel and seismic tests.
In this industry it is easy to say “me too”. We use this project as an
example to all designers throughout the world to demonstrate to
them we are innovators and leaders in the facade industry - not
followers. If your project is demanding, we will work with you to
achieve those demands.
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shading the sun

Sunshading Profiles and
technical data
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Sunshading System and
details
Angle

Angle

The terracotta louver system can include: a
vertical rail (steel or aluminum), interior support
profile (galvanized of aluminum alloy), screws,
stainless steel circular sleeve, and minor
accessories.
Installation:
1. Attach the vertical elements
to the existing structure
(connection will defer between
projects).
2. Insert the interior support
profile into the louver (this can
be done in the factory and
delivered as such).Hold
is achieved using “anti-slip
tape”.
3. The bolt and sleeve system is
attached through pre-drilled
holes in the Vertical substructure,
the louver, and the breakthrough
bar. Because the louver is held by
the interior support profile, no
stress is placed upon the terracotta
element limiting the potential for
damage.
4. Each piece is installed
independently of the other making
repair and maintenance simple and
easy.

EPDM Washer

Interior Support Profile

Interior Support Profile
Aluminum

Interior Support Profile
Galvanized

Terracotta Louver Installation Diagram
Terracotta Louver Installation Drawing

Accessories
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